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Tevron® Adds Full Support for Microsoft® Systems Center Operations Manager
2007 to its Flagship Business Process Management Solution, CitraTest® APM.
CitraTest APM is the only monitoring solution that fully supports every enterprise
application that is accessible from a Windows based machine.

Nashua, New Hampshire, July 24, 2007 – Tevron today announced the addition of support
for Microsoft Systems Center Operations Manager 2007 to its flagship Business Process
Management solution, CitraTest APM. CitraTest APM along with System Center Operations
Manager 2007 provide best of breed end-to-end service management for all Microsoft Windows®
applications and applications that accessible from Microsoft Windows®, helping you increase
efficiency and achieve greater control over your IT environment. Operations Manager enables you
to focus your time and resources on initiatives that add value to the business.
With the latest release of CitraTest® APM, Tevron again is taking the lead role in Business Process
Management by providing testing & monitoring solutions with an open architecture that allow for
the easy integration with third party solutions with full support for every application that is
accessible from Windows. “According to analysts, 70% of current IT budgets are spent maintaining
existing projects and IT services vs. adding new business value. Through the use of CitraTest APM
along with the Microsoft Systems Center Operations Manager 2007, Tevron’s enterprise customers
will spend less time dealing with crisis issues, and fighting costly fires and more time delivering
efficiencies and new services to their customers, further adding value to their business,” says Jay
Labadini, Vice President.
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To learn more about Tevron’s automated testing solutions or to request additional information,
please call +1.702.518.7435 or visit http://www.tevron.com.

ABOUT TEVRON
Tevron® is a global leader in Business Process Management. Through our all encompassing
customer-centric vision and advanced technology, our APM & Testing Solutions allow the unique
flexibility of supporting every application across the enterprise with one methodology delivering the
ability to test, monitor, enforce SLAs, and optimize performance with confidence and ease. Founded
in 2001, Tevron® is a global organization and is privately held. Our vast and diverse range of
customers are global leaders and include companies such as Lockheed Martin, T-Systems,
Citigroup, DaimlerChrysler, Hewlett Packard, Siemens, Motorola, eBay, and
numerous others.

TRADEMARKS
Tevron, the Tevron logo, and CitraTest are registered trademarks of
Tevron, LLC. Windows, Vista, and Systems Center Operations Manager 2007 are registered
trademarks of Microsoft. All other product references herein are either trademarks or registered
trademarks of their respective owners.
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